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The  Ins ti tute of Hydrology  is a comp one nt estab lis hment of the UK
Natu ral Environme nt Rese arch Council, g rant-aide d from Gove rnme nt
by the Depa rtment of Education and Sc ie nce For over 20 years the
Institute has bee n at the fore front of re search explora tion of hyd rolog ical
sys tems within complete catchme nt are as and into the physica l
proc esse s by which rain or snow is trans forme d into fl ow in rivers.
•
•
•Applied stud ies, undertake n both in the UK and ove rse as , ensures tha t
re se arch ac tivities are close ly re lated to p ractical ne e ds and that newly
de ve lop e d me thods and instrume nts are tes ted for a wide range of
e nvironmenta l cond itions.
•
•
The Ins titute , base d at Wallingford , emp loys 140 sta f , some 100 of whom
are graduates. Staf structure is multidisciplinary involving physicists ,
geographe rs , geolog ists, co mp ute r sc ientis ts, mathe maticians , chemists,
e nvironme nta l sc ientists, soil sc ie ntists and bo tanists. Rese arch
departme nts include ca tchme nt rese arc h, re mote se ns ing,
ins trume nta tion data p rocess ing, mathe matica l mode lling ,
hydrogeolog y hyd rochemistry, soil hyd rology, evaporation fl ux studie s,
veg etation-atmosphe ric inte rac tions , flood and low-fl ow pred ic tions,
ca tchme nt response and e ng ine e ring hydrolog y
The budget of the Institute compiles 's £4.5 million pe r year About 50
pe rce nt re lates to rese arc h p rogram mes funde d d ire ctly by the Natural
•
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•
Environme nt Rese arch Council. Extensive commiss ioned re se arch is
also ca rried out on be half of gove rnme nt de pa rtme nts (both UK and
ove rseas ), various interna tional agenc ies , e nvironme ntal organisations
and private se ctor c lients The Institute is also respons ible for
nationally archived hyd rological data and for pub lishing annually
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: UNITED KINGDOM.
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• 1. In troduction
•
• 1988 was the third year of the second phase of the Balquhidder catchment
•
studies, the phase in which land use in both catchments undergoes progressive
change. I t was also the third year of fi eld work on the study of the water
use of high alt itude grassland on a site immediately adjacent to the Kirkton
catchrnent.
In this report the activit ies on both of these aspects of the project are
•
commented on, summaries of the data collected are presented and results
obtained are discussed.
• The proposed programme of work for 1989-91 is outl ined and the use to be
•
made of the catchments beyond that period is discussed.
•
• 2. P recipita tion gauge per formance checks
•
i l• PR EC T ITAT ION ES I1MATES
The year 1988 has been the second wettest since the Balquhidder experiment
began, and is characterised by a particularly wet summer with maximum
•
monthly rainfall occurring in July. It also had a mild winter and because of
the lack of complications due to snow this has made the provision of a
complete network record an easier task than in previous years. The index
used to assess the impact of snowfal l on the performance of the ground level
•
networksut ip. mevip s years has been the proportional relationship between the
paired catcf i i i?F gauges mounted 30 cm above ground (standard gauges) and
•
ground level gauges in clearings in the Kirkton forest. For rainfall only
per iods undercatch of the standard gauges relative to the ground level gauges
•
is of the order of 5% and deviations of >10% are considered indicative of
snow effects. Where a snow month has been fl agged the standard gauge data
•
is used to Mfi ll the monthly totals.
•
1988 has been unusual in that no deviations of >10% have occurred that can
solely be attr ibuted to snow (see Table 2.1.1.) . January and April just cxceed
•
this threshold and in previous years would have been fl agged as snow months,
however there is a trend in deviations that shows increasing differences
•
between ground level and standard gauges even in rainfall-only months. As a
result some doubt now surrounds the val idity of -10% as a suitable threshold
•
value. Deviations. averaged -7.5% in 1988 compared to -5.3% in 1987 for
example. Furt her analysis is in progress on data from individual clear ing sites.
•
First indications are that the trend is real and is probably related to increased
exposure fol lowing felling of trees in the vicinit ies of the gauges. For 1988,
•
therefore, i t has been assumed that the ground level networks on the lower
part of the Ki rkton have performed reasonably well. Data from some of the
•
higher gauges have been snow affected and these have been discarded, but it
has been possible to infill missing monthly values by using the long-term ratio
•
of individual sites to the catchment mean, in both Ki rkton and Monachyle.
The ratios of gauge catch to catchment mean for 1988 are shown in Table
•
2.12 . where it can be seen that the relationship of each gauge to the
catchment mean in both Kirkton and Monachyle has remained similar to the
•
long term ratios.
•
The existence of this increasing undercatch by the standard gauges renews the
debate as to whether precipitation estimates for those winter months infi lled by
•
standard gauge data should be increased by 5-10% to compensate. It would
seem sensible to introduce this correction retrospectively for previous years,
•
and to increase the magnitude of the correction over the period of the felling
to al low for extra gauge exposure. Correction of the data must now wai t
•
unt il next year, when it wil l be done in conjunction with other changes to the
methods of calculating areal precipitation recommended in this report . The
•
impact on the Balquhidder results will be to increase both precipitation and
water use totals for both catchments. However, the dif erence between
•
catchments should not change markedly.
• 2.2 RESULTS FROM CHE CK GAUGES IN SELECTED
•
DO MAINS
• In 1987 two domains in each catchment (Fig 2.2) were selected for gauge
•
duplication as part of the general checking of the raingauge networks. This
was to give an assessment of both the infl uence of local topography on gauge
performance and the variation of rainfal l within the domains.
•
Check gauges were instal led in the fol lowing domains:
•
Kirkton O Y noted in previous years as having anomalous
readings (20% low) compared to the other
• Ki rkton east gauges. One check gauge was
placed 20 metres away on a more gentle slope,
• and the other 800 metres to the NW.
•
Ki rkton O W 1000 metres to thc SE
•
Monachyle B3Z 900 metres to the SE
•
Monachyle 1)2W - this domain was previously unsampled because of its
inaccessibili ty with readings from C2W assumed to
• be adequate.
•
A l l the check gauges were installed as ground level gauges and angle
corrections were carried out before any comparisons were done.
•
Excluding period when snow fell in the domain the following totals have been
•
obtained for the 2 year period:
•
•
•
Table  2 L I
 Monthly precipitati on totals f rom the Kukton clearing
ga uges and deviations f rom the ground level totals
.8
Table 2 L 2 Ratios of annual precip itation f or each gauge in the
networks with the catchment mean
KI RX TON
A 1W A2W A3W A3Y 83W 83Y CIW C3W C3Y D2Y 0 3Y
1982 1986 0.95 1.02 0% 0.92 1.00 1.01 1.10 1.11 0.82 1.06 L06
1988 0.96 1.03 0.93 03 3 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.02 0.81 1.13 1.10
MO NA CHYLE
AIX A3X 131W BI X 131Y 82W B2X B2Z 133Z C2W C72
1982 -• 1986 0.96 1.02 L06 1.01 0.92 1.04 LO3 0.63 asq 1.12 LO3
1988 0.98 1.04 L04 1.02 0.92 1.05 1.00 0.87 096 1.10 LO3
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Totals Percentage dif erence
•
O Y 3670.7
• O Y check 1 4203.7 +14.5%
• O Y 2751.8
•
O Y check 2 3338.8 +213 %
O W 30423
• O W check 3044 .4 +0.1%
• 83Z 2789.3
B3Z check 2773.0 -0.6%
•
C2W 1601.9
D2W 1726.1 +7.8%
•
• The comparisons throughout the year show very li t tle variabili ty and in
regression analyses between the original and check gauges r2 values are 0.96
• or better.
• Resul ts from the gauge Kirkton O Y check 1 confirm that the original gauge
was poorly placed in relation to the local topography, but the check gauge
only showed a 14.5% increase which still does not compare well with the
•
other Ki rkton gauges. O Y check 2 gave a 21% increase which is very close
to the figure expected from this domain. From these results it must be
assumed that the original gauge was not representative of the domain O Y.
O Y check 1 does confi rm however that the southern end of this domain
•
receives less rainfal l, probably because of its high exposure to westerly winds.
Replacing O Y with O Y check 2 in the network of gauges increases the
•
arithmetic mean of the Kirkton catchment by , 1.6%. In future the domain
will have to be divided into two, with the majadrity of the domain monitored
•
by the gauge O Y check 2 and the southern end monitored by the gauge
O Y check I .
• Domains O W and B3Z showed a very close agreement between the original
•
gauges and the check gauges.
•
The gauge D2W had an 8% dif erence compared with its neighbour C2W.
This domain is one of the larger in the Monachyle and so the gauge will be
•
retained and will form part .of the network. Its inclusion will increase the
catchment ar ithmetic mean by 1.7%. A ll past data will therefore be adjusted.
23 THE PE RF O RMANCE OF THE STA N D A R D GAU GES
IN THE NET WO RKS
•
Octapent gauges with rims 30 cm above the ground (Meteorological Office
standard gauges) have been used at all the Ki rkton forest clearing sites since
1984. Their main use has been in moderate snow conditions when the
• ground level gaugcs become buried. It is well documented that there is an
undercatch by a standard gauge compared to a ground level gauge, related to
• wind speed. Therefore, when a standard gauge is used to infi ll win ter data a
known correction must be applied for the undercatch at that site.
•
Figure 2.3 shows the results from the fi ve clearing sites and the Hoch farm
• met site with the undercatch of the standard gauges related to altitude. There
is clearly an increasing undercatch with al ti tude which is particular ly uniform
• when the gauges on the west side of the Ki rkton are taken alone. The
equation for these gauges is:
•
Undcrcatch (%) = 0.04 A ltitude - 8.8
•
Most of the Ki rkton clearing sites are now more exposed because of the
• clear-felling, however the change in the relationship between the standard and
ground level gauges has only been slight. This is possibly due to the tree
• brashings which have been left on the felled areas continuing to provide
shel ter. Thc standard gauges will therefore continue to be operated at these
• si tes. In the lower Monachyle, where there will be an increasing protection
from the new trees, standard gauges are going to be instal led.
•
2.4 RES ULTS F RO M THE SH IE LD E D SNOW GAUGE
• The snow input to the catchments has always becn recognised as very dif icult
to measure. Various methods have been tr ied in the past, eg. a snow
• profi ler, but without much success. As mentioned in the previous section the
standard gauges in the forest have been used for moderate snow conditions
• but there is still a need for a gauge to cope with large falls of snow and
also any subsequent precipitation which might fal l before the site can be
• visited.
• The original tall snow gauges which have been operating in the Kir kton forest
were found to have an aerodynamic problem when used on exposed sites. As
• t he clearing sites are now more exposed the gauge is being modifi ed to cope
with this and also make it useable on some Monachyle sites. T he main
• modifi cation is the addition of a shield wi th two rows of fl aps which close up
on the upwind side but can open al lowing any trapped snow to fall away. A t
• r im level an open grid provides a more uniform top to reduce turbulence over
thc gauge top.
•
Since 1987 a shielded snow gauge and the original snow gauge have been
• operat ing at the exposed lower Monachyle weather station where snow is
frequently a problem. Figure 2.4 shows a time series plot of the ratio of the
two snow gauges to the ground level gauge. Throughout the year there is a
•
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more steady relationship between the shielded gauge and the ground levd
•
gauge. When large snowfalls occur wit h l ight winds the 2 gauges catch very
similar amounts. T his implies that.) in the sheltered forest clearings, the snow
•
gauge has probably been rel iable during heavy snow. But on exposed saes
the problem is any subsequent rain which falls before the snow catch is
•
measured. 'M e mixed catch ot the snow gauge is noi reliable but the shielded
snow gauge works well in both snow and rain and is considered to be a
much better gauge.
•
M ore development is planned on the gauge to make the shield more easy to
operate and to improve the gauge rim. I f fur ther tests are successful then
several of the gauges wi ll be buil t and installed at key locations in both
catchments.
•
•
• 3. Strea rnf low measurement
•
•
T he high accuracy of streamflow estimat ion for both Ki rkton and Monachyle
has been achieved by using independent calibration by current metering to
•
replace the theoretical ratings which have been shown not to apply in these
condit ions. Confidence in the use of these ratings has depended on the
•
maintenance of stable bed levels in the approach section to each structure.
Sediment in the Kirkton still ing pool has equil ibrated at a level 0.4 m down
-•
from the crest, giving a reduced weir height from the design value of 0.7 m.
In the Monachyle the ful l design weir height of 0.7 m has been maintained
i • throughout the study. However, a slowly growing shoal upstream of the weir
is almost certainly affecting the approach velocity distribut ion and is impl icated
• in the observed deviation of the current meter rat ing from theoretical. In
both cases, however, it has been possible to assume that the revised ratings
• have not needed to change wi th the varying conditions.
• Since 1986, the catchments have been subjected to considerable disturbance:
felli ng in Kirkton has changed the natu re and volume of sediment coming
• down the burn, while construction of a water of f-take upstream of the weir
has also put potent ially mobile sediment into the system. There are
indications that both sources of sediment have caused a reduction in weir
height during 1988 but that this will only have affected low flows (where weir
height is less important ) and that the or iginal bed level was restored by
autumn floods.
•
T he M onachyle is different in that it was always thought that the weir pool
• could be emptied and that the design approach condit ions could be guaranteed
for long periods wit h minimal maintenance. This of course takes no account
• of increased sediment movement that may occur due to the recent ploughing
of the catchment. However, the existing shoal is clearly affecting the rating
• and t his must be quantif ied before the shoal is removed. Subsequently. the
rating should be rechecked to see if it has reverted to the theoretical. The
• imminen« lelivery of a set ol electromagnet ic cur rent meters wil l serve to
improve the precision or the ratings on both sti uctures. part icularly il l t h e i o w
• flow region where the existing impeller meld s are notor iously insensitive.
•
•
•
4. Meteorological Data
1988 was a year of mixed fortunes in terms of data capture from the
A utomatic Weather Stations in the catchments. V irtually a complete record
was obtained for the year from the low level T ul loch Farm, site, though
interpretation of the data fro m September onwards created some problems (see
below). A ll the other stations suffered to some extent from combrriations of
logger and sensor faults for varying intervals during the fi rst half of the year.
T he greatest loss occur red at the upper Monachyle site where logger faults, a
persistently recur ring fault in the wet bulb depression channel and subsequently
a failure of the windspeed sensor has made it impossible to compute complete
monthly Penman data for 10 months of the year for this site.
4.1 NEW DA T A W GGING SYSTE MS
Undoubtedly the highlight of the year was t he installat ion of the new
Campbell processor-control led solid state loggers in September. Since then the
data capture has improved dramat ically. No failure uf these loggers has yet
occurred. In addit ion the ease with which the data can be read, on site.
means that the detection and rectificat ion of individual sensor faults occurs
more rapidly. T his furt her minimises data loss when compared with the old
magnetic tape system.
T his step forward in data capture was not wi thout its teething troubles,
however. The methods adopted in setting up [he calibrations of the
temperature sensors were found to be inadequate and this problem w as not
ful ly resolved until June 1989. Data for the period from September 1988
onwards had then to be cor rected retrospect ively and useable Penman data for
the period were finally available in A ugust 1989.
4.2 PEN MA N ESII M A TES
T he Penman potent ial (E r ) estimates obtained from good, complete months of
data at each site are plo tted in Figure 4.2.1. The complete record for the
Tu !loch Farm site demonstrates [he seasonal pattern for 1988. This was close
to normal tor the fi rst six months. Thereafter heavy, persistent rainfall in July
depressed Er and the very mild, windy condit ions in December gave
except ionally high values.
Using the established berween-site relat ionships (Blackie, 1987) the gaps in the
Kirk ton High and Monachyle Glen records have been infi lled to give estimates
of the annual totals. T hese are presented m T able 4.2.2. where they are
compared with est imates from previous years. incl ic iting that 1988 %alues were
close to the 1983-87 means.
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Table 4.2 2 Estim ated annual Penm an E T totals (m m )
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1983-87 1988
means
Ki rk ion High
(670 m) 522 635 446 558 492 531 516
Upper Monachyle
(470 m) (540)• 634 464 584 492 543 (527)•
Monachyle Glen
(300 ni ) 495 557 392 458 443 469 463
Tu Hoch Farm
(140 m) 438 504 370 415 415 428 447
• Est imated from [he ot her stat ions
43 PE N MA N ET R E LAT IO NSH IPS W IT H A LT IT UD E
The need to establish better-defined relationships between E l ' and toposraphy,
part icular ly in the upland areas, has been discussed at some length in previous
repor ts. T here is an immediate requi rement for this in the Balquhidder study
to provide a basis for estimating catchment mean ET for comparison wi th
water balance studies of catchment water use. T here is also a more 2eneral
requirement in that the models for estimating upland water use ncm being
developed require local and regional est imates of ET as inputs.
Work to date using the sparse A WS networks on Balquhidder. despite being
hampered by data capture problems. has established an apparent upward trend
in El ' wit h altitude in this topography. The 1988 fi gures. quoted in Sect ion
4.2 above, do not disprove this t rend.
With the much better data capture from the new low2ing systems and the
installat ion of an addit ional A WS in the cleared area in the lower Ki rk ton(see Figure 4.3.) II I June 1989 a m o re detailed analysis can be undertaken
during 1989-90.
4 .4 KI RKT O N FO RES'I AWS
Data capture tw in this station, tower mounted above the forest canopy in the
lower Kirkton. was consideiably better in 1988 than in previous years. though
by no means complete. A s with [he other sites it has been c:xcellen: since
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the instal lation of the Campbell logger.
Whil st these data arc of considerable value they cannot be compared directly
with those from the other stations in the alt itude sampling nem ork. The net
radiation and the wind, temperature and humid ity prof iles immediately above
• the forest canopy di ffer considerably from those above the shor t grass/heather
canopies "seen" by the other stations. A detailed comparison wi th the new
station installed at a comparable alt itude in the cleared area of the Ki rk ton
(Figure 4.3.) wil l be possible during 1989. Thereafter the canopy station will
•
have to be removed in accordance with the fell ing schedule.
•
4.5 AWS AND MA NUA L ST AT IO N ET EST IMATES
•
Whi lst the AWS samples the meteorological variables at f requencies varying
•
from once per 10 seconds to once per 5 minutes and measures net radiat ion
di rectly, manual met stations vary in reading f requency from once per three
hours to once per day and est imat ion of nct radiat ion for Penman ET is
obtained indirect ly from sunshine hours. Recent comparisons of A WS and
• " manual" estimates of ET at other 11-1 sites have revealed variable lev els of
agreement . Such a comparison is not possible at present for the Tul loch
• Farm A WS and manual site since sunshine hours are not recorded there. Past
comparisons of temperature. humidity and windspeed ( 1983 Pro2ress Report )
• have been reasonably satisfactory but it is proposed that this comparison
should be extended to the Penman estimates by install ing a sunshine recorder
on the site.
41 T hese comparisons are relevant to the comparison of Balquhidder E F estimates
wi th regional ones since the regional est imates are based on a :parse network
of manual stations.
•
4.6 T O PO G RA PHY AND THE MET EO RO LOG ICAL
• VA RIA BLES
•
In the 1988 report a summary of the between-site variations in the
meteorol ogical variables was given. A further indication of the vari ations in
the meteorological condit ions in the catchments is given in Figures 4.671>find
4.0.X 1 T hese demonstrate the frequency distributions of wind direct ion and
wmdspeed for the four A WS sites (pre-Campbell data).
•
Comparison of Figure 4.6
•
wi th Figure 4.3 demonstrates the constraints
topography places on wind direction. Most notable is the contrast between
Tu [loch Farm in t he east-west valley and Monachyle Glen in the nor th-south
valley. This infl uence is stil l detectable at the less con: trained upper
M onachyle site when this is compared wi th the Kirk ton High site which comes
closest to unhindered exposure to the regional wind fl ow.
Figure 4.6\ demonstrates the increasing range of windspeeds experienced as
alt it ude/exposure
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Figure 4.6.2 & equency disoi lnaiorts of wind direchons f rom A WS at• (a) l idloch Farm, (b) Monachyle Glen, (r ) UpperM onachyle, (d) Kirldon High
•
5. Catchment water balances
5.1 PRECI PIT AT ION A ND ST REA M FLOW
T he monthly values of precipitation and streamflo\1/4 obtained from the
networks and the streamflow structu res on the Monachyle and Kirkton
catchments during 1988 are presented in Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, whilst the
annual totals are compared with those from previous years in Figure 5.1.3. T he
seasonal distributions are very similar in both catchments, with a marked
contrast between a very dry June and a very wet July. the wettest month of
the year. Figure 5.1.3 shows that the annual totals in 1988 were the second
highest recorded during the study.
The excess of streamflow over precipitation in both catchments in February is
due to precipitation late in January emerging as streamflow in February, whi lst
that in A pril is due to snow accumulation in March emerging as melt flow in
early A pril . The marginal excess in the Kirkton only in June is comment on
the much longer, fl atter basefl ow recession in this catchment . The excess in
the Kirkton in October is more di fficult to explain. l3asefl ow levels were
similar at the beginning and end of the month and detailed qual ity cont rol
has revealed no obvious errors in the streamfl ow record. Tbe only possible
source of error ident if ied to date is in the precipitation record where gauge
C3Y (see Section 2.2) recorded only 59% of the camhment mean as compared
to the normal 81%. A correction on this basis would li ft the monthly to tal
by some 6 ram.
A nother source of some uncertainty is contained in the Krrkion streamfl ow
total for January 1988. D uring this month 20 days of Hreamflo.v record were
lost when both t he ' front line' and the back-up recorders failed simu ltaneously.
Since the short term response characterist ics of the Kirkto n and M onachyle
are very dif ferent and since a shor t term storm response model is not yet
fully developed from the K irk ton it was necessary to use a monthly streamflow
regression wit h the Monachyle to estimate the month]) Ki rk ton total. T he
regression, based on the previous 60 months, has the form:
Ki rk ton streamfl ow - 0.7956. M onachyle streamflow 189
wit h an r 2 of 0.969. T his method of infi l l ing was chosen in preference to
the regression of Ki rkton streamll ow on precipitation which vas less well
defined.
5.2 CAT CH M ENT WA T ER USE
T he crude estimate of water use. P-O, is of li tt le value on periods shorter .
than one year in the condit ions at Balquhidder where the storage change
term. S. in the water balance can frequently exceed 50 mm. Over longer
per iods it becomes a progressively mo re accurate est im a te howeve: as i ts value
i ncreases relat ive to sto rage chanue between the begmmng and end of the
7
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•
period.
•
Th e P-Q estimates for 1988 are listed in Table 5.1 1 where they are compared
with those for previous years and with Penman ET. The relative values
•
between the catchments arc similar to those in previous years, within the
limits set by the uncertainties due to the unknown AS terms.
•
The cumulative P-Q value for the Monachyle during Phase 11 of the study
•
remains closer to the estimated ET value for the upper Monachyle site, which
is at approximately the mean catchment altitude. That for the Ki rkton
•
catchment remains signifi cantly low er than the K irkton High ET estimate
though it must be remembered that Kirkton High at 670 m is well above the
•
mean catchment alti tude. No obvious trend in water usc is present in the
Kirkton annual values despite the progressive felling which has now cleared
just under half of the 40% forest cover.
•
In Table 5.2.2 the 1988 P. 0 and P-0 fi gures for the upper Monachyle
subcatchment are compared with previous periods and with estimates for the
•
'lower' par t of the catchment derived for the area weighted dif erences
between the main and sub-catchments. As in 1987, a complete record of
fl ow was obtained from the upper Monachyle structure through the use of
pressure t ransducers to measure water level in the frost-prone winter months.
•
The differences between the two parts of the catchment are smal l but it is
noted that water use in the 'lower' part, containing the area drained and
• planted in 1986, has been consistently lower that that in the upper
sub-catchment since then.
•
53
 POSSIB LE  SOU RCES OF ERROR
•
Thc results of checks on var ious 'domains' within the precipitation networks
have been described in Section 2. The preliminary deductions drawn from
• these are that correct ion of the undercatch by gauge D Y in the Ki rkton may
produce an increase in the catchment precipitation estimate of 1.6% whilst
• gauging the high level D2W domain in the Monachyle may increase catchment
precipitation estimates by 1.7%. If correct, these would increase the mean
annual precipitations by 37 mm and 45 mm respectively. These fi gures are
within the uncertai nty limits on the present totals and would not significantly
• alter the relative water use estimates from the two catchments. Basefl ow
levels at the star t of the year were higher than at the end, indicating that
• this component of As would be negative for the year. No signifi cant snow
storage was present at either cnd of the year and the soil moisturc status
• must have been close to or above fi eld capacity. In the circumstances it is
probable that AS was small and negative, i ncluding a sl ight overestimate in
• water use—for...using only P-Q.
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
0
TA BL E 5.2 1 An nual totals (mm) of Precipitation (P), Streamf low(Q), Estbnated Water Use (P-Q) and Pen man
Potential Evaporation (ET)
MONACHY LE KIRICIO N(Hea the r/gr ass ) (Fores t • Gr ass )
•
Pe riod P 0 PC Er P Go P-Q Er
0
PHASE I CO NTRO L PER IO D
1983 2811 2928 783 540 • 2368 1721 647 522
•
1984 2582 1929 653 634 2162 1781 38 1 635
1985 2520 2056 464 464 2208 1960 248 446
• _ —
Means 2638 2804 634 546 2246 1821 425 534
•
• PHASE 11, LA ND USE CHANG ES
• 1986 3147 2522 625 584 2684 2242 44 2 558
1987 2198 1724 474 492 1841 15 92 249 492
• 1988
 29 12
 2389 523 527* 2459 2126 333 5 16
•
Means 2752 2211 54 1 534 2328 1987 341
 522
a.
• Es tima te d f rom regressions on oth er sites
•
•
• TA BL E 5.2 2 Comparison of P, Q and P-Q for period s when
Upper Monachyle Flow Data were A valable (mm)
•
•
•
• 22
•
6. Kirkton forest interception studies
•
Reference has been made to the forest interception site in several previous
• annual reports. The work has now been written-up and in February 1989 a
draft paper was submit ted to the Journal of Hydrology. A s it is sti ll awai ting
• publication only ext racts from the results and discussion sections are presented
below:
•
•
6.1 RES UL TS
•
• The si te was operated from October 1983 unti l June 1986 when this area of
the forcst was clear-felled. A total of 54 readings were taken, usual ly at
two week intervals but more frequently during prolonged wet or snowy periods.
In this period the total interception amount was 28% of the precipitation and
throughfall and stemflow consti tuted 69% and 3% of the precipitation. A t this
site wi th an annual average precipitation total of 2130 mm, this implies an
• annual loss through interception of 596 mm.
• Large variations were found in interception loss, throughfal l and stemflow
total s throughout the period and also between the individual collectors for the
two week periods. For example, al though the mean throughfal l was 69%
there were extreme values of 93% and 21%. A lso for one two week perioda• the mean of the throughfall collectors was 71% but one caught 53% and
another 42% of the rainfall. Equations 1-3 and Figure 6.1.1 show the
relationships between precipitation and throughfall, stemflow and derived
interception loss.
T = 0.71 P - 2.1 (r 2 = 0.95 SE = 0.023) (1)
S = 0.03 P + 0.1 (r 2 = 0.61 SE = 0.003) (2)
•
T = 0.26 P + 1.9 (r 2 = 0.69 SE = 0.025) (3)
where: P = precipitation (mm)
= throughfall (mm)
S = stemfl ow (mm)
I = interception (mm)
Figure 6.1.2 shows a time series plot of thc interception results. The
maximum val ue of 79% occurred in May 1985 and the minimum value of 0%
in January 1985. There is a general trend of high interception in the summer
and low interception in the winter but the large var iabil ity is the most
apparent feature. Some links can be made between the intercepti on rates and
•
synoptic features but usually over the 2 week period several dif erent
condit ions have prevailed.
• The catches of individual throughfall collectors have been related to direction
away from the tree stem, canopy density above the collector and distance away
from the stem. For the direction a single tree was systematically surrounded
•
• 23
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by small collectors and measu rements taken for I year. Only a sl ight
• variation was found when al l samples in given sectors were averaged, the
eastern collectors had a lower catch. Canopy density showed a slight negative
relationship but not on a signifi cant level. The best relationships, explaining
65% of the variability, was obtained with the distance away from the stem
• expressed as a percentage of thc distance to the canopy edge (Fi gure 6.13 ). It
is interest ing to note that 4 of the 5 collectors near the canopy edge had
• catches exceeding the precipitation. This is probably due to the longer
branches bending near the end and directing some branch drainage outwards.
•
Stemflow has been show to consti tute a very smal l proportion of the
• precipnation (3%) but the amounts of water can be signifi cant for nutrient
cycling, fi ne root growth and smal l scale erosion around the tree base
• Amounts have a poor relationship with tree girth and the probable controls
arc in the canopy where slope angle and shape of the branches become
• important.
• Snow measurement was one of the considerations when designing the site, and
the per iod January to February 1984 had several large fal ls of snow. During
• the period the canopy started dry, then accumulated a large snow storage
which gradual ly avalanched, sublimated or melted, eventual ly returning to a dry
• state. Figure 6.1.4 shows that thc cumulative precipitation during the period
reached 283 mm water equivalent in the neighbouring forest clearing where the
• maximum snow depth
 was  70 cm. The amount of intercepted precipitation
calculated for the middle four readings comprised an amount lost through
• subl imation and the amount of snow stored on the canopy. Figure 6.1.4
shows this quantity to decrease between the fourth and fi f th readings due to
a large, but not complete, melt. The fi nal interception loss fi gure is 37%. If
it is assumed that there was a constant loss rate through the 28 day period
• then the amount of snow held in storagc can be estimated. This is shown in
Figure 6.1.4 as the area between the loss plus storage and predicted loss
curves. Th e greatest amount estimated to have been stored on the canopy is
22 mm water equivalent.
•
6.2 DISC USS IO N
Interception loss from the Ki rkton forest canopy was 28% of the precipitation
total. Similar results have been obtained from other Brit ish upland fo rests, at
Grcskine (Ford & Deans, 1978), Kreider (A nderson & Pyatt, 1986) and
Plynlimon (Hudson, 1988) where average losses were 30%, 32% and 25%
respectively. However, results from Stocks (Law, 1956) and another Kid der
site (A nderson & Pyatt , 1986) show that interception losses can be latt er.
38% and 49% respectively. It is possible that site exposure is the reason for
these latter 2 results.
Th e throughfall and stemflow in the 50 year old Kirkton forest were 96% and
4% of the net precipitation. Figu re 6.2 shows these with other resul ts from
Bri tish forests of dif ferent age Without thc Stocks results, which are again
anomalous, there are remarkably close relationships between throughfall and
• stemflow as percentages of net precipitation and age of the trees, equations 4
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and 5. Therefore, al though the age of the trees does not appear to influence
the interception amount and consequently the total amount of water reaching
the ground, the proport ion of throughfal l increases and the stemfl ow decreases
as the trees grow older. Probably the most important consequence of this is
to water quality and nutrient cyling with young trees providing more acidic
stemflow than older trees.
TF = -50.5 + 140 log10 (age) 12.9 (age)" (4)
r2 = 0.98
SF = 151 - 140 log (age) + 12.9 (age)" (5)
12 = 0.98
where: TF throughfal l (% of net precipitation)
SF = stemflow (% of net precipitation)
age = age of trees
The seasonal pattern of interception dif ers from the Ki elder and Greskine
forest results in winter snow months. The Kirkton forest receives signifi cant
falls of snow which have been shown to result in increav.d winter interception
losses.
The spatial variabil ity of throughfal l also dif ers from the result from the
Greskine forest. In the Kirkton forest, where the crown was just interlocki ng,
throughfal l increased away from the stem. However, in the Greskine forest,
where the trees had "a considerable overlap", throughfall was greatest near the
stem.
7. Sedimen t Studies
Previous work in the UK on the effects of forestry on catchment sediment
discharges has shown that the land preparation stage before planting is the
time when most sediment discharge takes place. The maximum effects appear
to be only short lived but the Plynlimon results showed that the suspended
sediment concentrat ions were still above the pre-disturbance level even after 30
years. Also, because of its slow movement, the greatest ef ects of bedload
might not be transmitted to the catchment outfalls for over 50 years.
Recently there have been two changes occurr ing in the forestry industry which
could alter the general results indicated above. The fi rst is that many districts
are reaching the end of the fi rst forest cycle, therefore clear-felling is
increasing throughout the UK. The second change is thc introduction of new
recommendations to forest management which put a large emphasis on
minimising the impact on the natural environment.
In terms of UK sediment studies, 13alquhidder now represents one of the first
sites to study the ef ects of clearing felling and the use of riparian buf er
30
zones. I t is also becoming one of only a smal l group of long term
• monitored sites in the UK
• Init ially the aim of the sediment programme was to monitor sediment
movement during fl ood events when it was considered that most of the fluvial
• transport took place. Annual loads could then be calculated using a rating
curve method. With time the sampling has intensified which is gi ving more
• opportunities to devise other analytical methods for load evaluation. Work has
been done on the sediment sources and temporary storage areas to determine
• the factors infl uencing the supply of material to the main stream.
• The aims of the programme therefore are:
• I . To asc• qs the ef ect of pre-planting ground preparation on the Monachyle
sediment yield.
•
2. To assess the ef ect of the Ki rkton clear felling and timber ext raction on:
•
a. Source areas.
• b. Transport.
c. Storage.
• d. Catchment yield.
•
• 7.1 ME T HODS
The sampling methods used at the catchment outfal ls are:
•
• 7. 1.1 Suspended sed iment
•
Automatic vacuum samplers positioned close to the Crump weirs set on an 8
• hourly sampling interval. Shorter interval s can be selected during major fl ood
events.
•
The variabil ity which has been found in thc samples initiated periods of
• intensive sampling when series of multiple single point samples and cross
sectional profi le sampling were carried out. Both automatic and hand samples
• have shown that there real ly is a large variability in sediment concentration in
very short timc intervals. Because of this the cross sectional profi ling is
• taking longer to assess, as many sets of samples will be required to derive the
best single point sampling position.
•
• 7.1.2 Bed lo ad
•
A Fle lley-Smith bedload sampler was init ial ly used to take spot samples over
• 10minute time intervals. Operating these samplers is not easy, especially in
the largest fl ood conditions. Therefore, as these were the times when most
• bedload moved it was considered that the method was probably
•
• 31
•
• 7.2 RESULTS
•
underestimating the total bedload. Larger volume collecting bags with a large
mesh size were therefore made and the samplers tethered in the streams.
This resulted in potential ly al l the bedload movement being sampled. To a
• certain extent this has worked but in some fl oods so much material moves
that the bags soon fi ll up and even emptying aft er each fl ood is not enough.
• However the method is an improvement and the size analyses of the catches
have led to further insights into bedload movement.
•
Many dif erent techniques have been used to assess the source areas, storage
and transport These include:•
•
•
•
•
•
In December 1988 a paper was given at the 1AHS conference in Brazil on
sediment budgets, the paper (Johnson 1988) is presented in appendix 1.
Recently all the sediment data has been transferred onto a PC at Balquhidder
enabling much more rigorous anal yses to be done.
Figure 2 in Johnson 1988 shows the suspended sediment relationships with
discharge for 1983-87. Figures 7.1 1 and 7.2.2 in this report show the 1988
relationships from both catchments. Th e scatter in the data is probably the
most st riking feature of the plots, especial ly since the land-use changes in early
1986.
Time series plots of suspended sediment also show a large scatter and any
trcnds arc difi cul t to fi nd. By smoothing, using a 12 month running mean, a
more acceptable plot is produced (Fig. 7.1 3). Thc land•usc change in the
Ki rkton started in late 1985 when road upgrading was carried out and the
Monachylc ploughing started in early 1986. Upward trends in Fig. 7.2.3 are
evident around these times which do not appear to correspond with any
particularly wet months. However, as both land-use changes occurred at
around the same time, it is stil l not conclusive that the disturbances were
responsible for the rises in suspended sediment concentrations.
Load evaluation is very dif icult from these data sets but fi rst estimates of the
1988 suspended loads are:
Ki rkton 1750 tonnes (255 t km-2)
Monachyle 450 tonnes (58 t km-2)
i.e. 4.5 and 1.5 times greater than the pre-disturbance fi gures.
32
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Applying a conversion factor related to the proportion of the active stream
bed sampled the 1988 March-December loads arc:
Kirkton 1.3 tonnes
•
Monachyle 1.6 tonnes
•
Le. similar to the pre-disturbance loads.
•
From work being done on the rate of movement of pebbles in tributar ies the
•
ef ects of the land distu rbances on bedload will probably not be seen at the
catchment outfal ls for some considerable time.
•
Figure 7.2.4 shows the cumulative bedloads in both catchments were dominated
•
by 6 events during 1988. The amounts moved in these storms were 90% of
the total Ki rkton load and 98% of the Monachyle load.
•
• 73 DISCUSSION
From the above results the annual loads are still in excess of the
pre-disturbance amounts, al though there is an indication that the Monachyle
•
load is falling.
Bed load amounts arc easier to quantify because of the sampling methods used.
There is no evidence to suggest that the main 1983-85 sediment source, the
tributary banks, have changed signifi cantly. However, large amounts of erosion
have been taking place from the roads in the Kirkton and plough lines in the
Monachyle since 1986.
From Ki rkton road surface surveys up to 10 cm of surface mateiral was lost
between May and December 1988. By classifying roads and sampling surface
mater ial for density and size distr ibution analysis it has been estimated that
some 1000 tonnes of material was lost from the roads during this period.
Therefore the forest roads appear to have become the major sediment source
in the K irkto n.
By summer 1988 the Monachyle plough lines, which took over the role of the
major scdiment source, had largely become revegetated so these sediment
sources can be expected to become less active. There is an indication in Fig.
7.2.3 that there was a delay of some 18 months between the time of land
disturbance and the maximum output of suspended sediment. However, the
picture is complex as the 1987 rainfall distnbut ion also appears to have a
large infl uence on the trends in both catclunents
Because of the large scatter the analytical methods used on the 1983-85 data
are clearly inadequate for the later years. Therefore, several long periods of
intense sampling have been carr ied out to determine what is causing the
apparently variable responses. It is too ear ly to draw any conclusions but
interesting results are being obtained from relating concentration not only to
fl ow but also ', rainfall intensity and —alsa fl ow and rain antecedknt
characteristics. T o
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8. High Al titude Grassland Studies
8.1 BACK GROUND
• It is standard practice to a.. ume that the evaporation rates from all grassland
are cor rectly estimated by the Penman potential evaporation rate. However,
• the results of recent catchment studies have cast doubt upon the validity of
this assumption, and particulart ly for high alti tude grassland in the UK,
•
The results from the first phase of the Balquhidder catchment study gave an
• unexpectedly low mean annual water use of the partly forested Ki rkton
catchment, (see 1987-88 Report to Scottish Consort ium). Even aft er al lowing
• for experimental errors the result implied that gr ass on the Kirkton catchment
uses considerably less water than predicted by the Penman potential
• evaporation.
• I t is likely that transpiration loss from high al t itude grassland wil l  be
 lower
than that from the lowlands given a similar demand. The low temperatures
• lead to slow growth and, par ticularly in the spring and winter, only a small
proportion of the grass is al ive. Additionally, low temperatures may suppress
• the transpiration from even green vegetation. However transpiration is not thc
only loss. In areas of high rainfal l, such as Balquhidder, the evaporation from
• rain wetted vegetation may be important. I t is apparent that our
understanding of the evaporation from high al ti tude grassland is far fromIre
complete and for this reason the high al ti tude grassland study was set up.
8.2 EXPERI ME NTA L DETAI LS
The principal objective of the high altitude grassland study is to make long
term measurements of total evaporation from the upland grass and comparc
thc rates of evaporation with those predicted by the Penman equation. A
fur ther objective is to separate the processes of transpiration and the
evaporation of intercepted rainfall with a view to understanding the controlling
mechanisms and improving predictive water use models.
A s has been described more fully in a previous report, a proress studies site
has been instal led on a grass terrace close to, and representative of, the high
al ti tude areas of the Ki rkton catchment (Gleann Crotha, Grid ref: NN507255).
Total evaporation is measured using two weighing lysimeters each containing a
soil monolith wi th a grass area of 0.5 m2 and deep enough to include the
complete root zone. Changes in lysimeter weight (single load-cell), rainfal l
input and pumped drainage output are moni tored continuously and
meteorological variables are recorded using an automatic weather station.
the inabili ty of the neutron probe technique to take account of the changes in
38
••
•
•
•
•
volume of the peat as it loses water.
Biomass sampling is cont inuing throughout the year to de termine changes in
the proportion of vegetation that is photosynthetically active.
83 RES UL TS
• 8A DISCUSSION
The lysimeters are operated during the snow free season, approximately March
to Septembe r. Data recovery for 1988 has been good with only a few breaks
in the readings, dur ing these brcaks the lysimeters act as drainage lysimeters
so the overall water balance is no t lost
Figure 8.3.1 shows the cumulative measurements of evapora tion from the two
monolith lysimeters from 24 March 1988 to 28 September 1988. Total
evaporation for the period ( 188 days) is measured as 330 mm and 308 mm
for lysimeters A and 13 re spect ively compared to 397 mm estimated using the
Penman equation for the same period.
Figure 8.3.2 shows the seasonal change in measured evaporation (mean of two
•
lysimeters) expressed as a rat io of the Penman es timate of evaporation for the
Individual periods. Although mo re deta iled data are available from theie load-cells, these measurements represent the most accurate ly monitored water
balance using vo lumetr ic measurements with an adjustment for changes in
1110 water sto rage.
140 Changes in biomass composition (live grass/ total biomass) for 1987 and 1988
are shown in Figure 8.3.3. The error bars are an indication of the possible
divergence of the popu lation mean from the sample estimate of live weight
ratio.
Notwiths tanding the periods of interpolation in Figure 8.3.1 necessitated by
• inst rument failures, thc performance of the two lysimeters are mutually
co nsistent and no tice ably different to the cumulative Pcnman estimate of
• evaporation for the same period . Th ese data show for the fi rst timc that the
high altitude grass prevalent on the Balquhidder up lands loses less water by
• evapora tion than would be cst imated by the Penman equation .
When viewed in mo re de tail (Figure 8.3.2) , these data suggest that period
evaporation was mostly below the Penman rate (mean ratio of 0.7) at least
until the end of June. Afte r this date the losses are close to the Penman
potential rate.
Thc primary influences to the overall shape of Figure 83 2 have not yet been
isolated. Bop i live weight rat io (F igure 83 3 ) and daily mean temperature
(F igure 8S 44 follow a similar trend and can each suppress water loss. The
changes in live weight ratio show that a reduced fraction of the biomass is
pho tosynthetically act ive during the early months of the year and this should
red uce the transp iration However , the stomata of the grass may also close at
39
low temperature (below 6°C), reducing the transpiration from live grass. T here
is a very poor correlation between the detailed variations in evaporation ratio
and
 the
 mean daily temperature (Figures 83.2 and 8.4.1), as might be expected
if there were a physiological cut-of at temperatures below 6°C
There does appear to bc a coincidence between the low values of evaporation
ratio and low rainfal l in mid June and early September (Figure 8.4.2). This
implies the transpiration from dry grass is less than Penman whereas the
evaporation from wet vegetation is close to Penman, demonstrating
 the
necessity to separate interception from transpiration losses, at least when
modelling the process.
85 CONCLUSIONS
The lysimeters installed at the high al t itude grassland site have returned
valuable data over the past year. A nalysis has indicated that for at least the
early months of 1988 the total evaporation rate from the grass was
signifi cantly less than the Penman potential rate and 81% of Penman overal l.
A lso that there is optimism for a simple model descnb ing the deviations of
actual evaporation from the Penman estimate, using meteorological or
physiological input parameters.
Objectives for following year can he summarised as follows:
•
Collect a further season of data to reinforce the current conclusions.
• Extend the measurement season at both ends to improve the
understand ing of seasonal patterns of evaporation.
• Investigate the drying and aerodynamic properti es of the biomass to enable
the construction ''of a predictive model of evaporation.
• Investigate the possibili ty of, or even the necessity to, separate the
interception and transpiration components of the total evaporation loss
40
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9. Discussion of results
This report covers the 1988 year of research in the Balquhidder experimental
catchment. Work is continuing to improve the input, storage and output
terms in the water bal ance equation and studies within the catchrnents are
showing the processes raking place. The amount of data now collected is very
large, and the following two years wil l concentrate on the analysis and new
areas of research now being discussed.
Precipitation amounts are still not easy to quantify, mainly because of the
winter snowfall . Th e existing networks of gauges have been shown to be
giving representative samples of the available inputs and, when infi lling is
necessary, the secondary networks have correcti on factors which maintain
accuracy.
The storage terms, mainly soil moisture defi cit and snow, are now being
studied. Soil moisture is measured at four si tes which is not ideal for
catchment use but the sites were selected to give readings under dif erent
types of vegetation and so should represent large areas of the lower
subcatchments, where the soil depths are greater.
Snow storage is very diffi cult to estimate because of the variable depths over
the rugged topography and because there has been only one person available
to do the fi eld work. Th e last two winters have been relatively snow-free,
which has reduced the winter input errors due to snow. Unfortunately, this
has  also delayed further development of the snow survey technique.
Streamflow measurements in 1988 have been almost free of problems, again
largely due to the mild winters. Sediment accumulation in both Crump weirs
is increasing, so plans are being made for further current metering checks.
The comparison of the catchment water uses with the estimated ET values
from the network of AWS sites continues to show the relationships as
reported in previous years. The Monachyle P-C) value generally remains cl oser
to the ET value than the Ki rkton P-C) value for the quoted stations. There
are stil l no apparent changes in the water use of the Kirkton even with over
40% of the forest clear-felled. There are no conclusive reasons for this but
presumably the rough catchment surface, which is left after clear-felling, also
has a large interception loss.
Within thc catchmcnts the 1988 Sl i m m e r was intensively moni torcd at the high
alti tude grassland site. The aim of this study was to see if the unexpectedly
low Kirkton water use was due to the low evaporation losses from high
altitude grasses. 1Nvo lysimeters measured interception and transpiration losses
43
which were compared with ET estimates at the site. Results show that over
the whole measurement period the total evaporation was signif icantly less
(81%) than the Penman potential rate. For the early part of the summer
period, until the end of June, the mean ratio was even less, 70%. These
results from the 'site go a long way to confi rming the water bal ance fi gures
from the Ki rkton catchments.
The fi nal results from the Ki rkton forest interception site have been submitted
for publication in the Journal of Hydrolorg . Mean interception rates of 28%
were found which compare well with results from other UK upland forests.
In the context of the Ki rkton catchment water balance fi gures this also
indicates that the water use in the non-forested part of the catchment is less
than the forested part.
Water quality data continues to be collected, including sediment release and
discharge measurements. Results from the 1988 sediment work show that
annual catchrnent discharges remain higher than the pre land-use change
fi gures, 4.5 and 1.5 times higher in the Kir kton and Monachyle respectively.
10. Fu ture work in the Balquhidder
catchment s 1989-1991
The Balquhidder catchments have been operating since 1981, and the qual ity
of the data is now regardcd  as  equal to that of the Plynlimon data in Wales.
Recent indications from Plynlimon have shown that trends in catchment data
can only be ident ifi ed with long-term monitoring. Therefore thc Institute of
Hydrology hopcs to continue operating the catchments at Balquhidder into the
future, wit h the support of the consortium members.
Facilit ies have improved recently at the Balquhidder site, especial ly with the
addition of a second member of staff Th is will enable the data collection
to continue and the production of more papers/reports. Because of this it
has been necessary to increase thc computer facilities wi th the purchase of an•
IBM PS2.
A t Wallingford a post in the catchment data section which  has  been vacant
since February 1989 will be fi lled in October 1989. This wil l speed up the
quality control and analysis of the data and enable more rapid progress to be
made on t he catchment modelling
Over the final two years of the present contracts the networks of instruments
will be maintained in the catchments. Moni toring of the water balances will
therefore be done as the Kirkton Forest continues to be felled with the decay
of the tree remains and the regrowth of grasses and in the Monachyle the
growth of the newly planted forest.
Work is being done on precipitation gaugc networks to estimate the accuracy
of the catchments input fi gures. The cal ibration of the Crump weirs will be
checked again because of the changing approach mentioned earlier in this
44
••
report. New current meters have been purchased which have a better
•
performance in low fl ow conditions.
• The storage terms in the water balance equations are being looked at withthe view of carrying out seasonal water balance analysis. Winter snow storage
•
is very diffi cult to quanti fy because of its very variable depths. Changes in
summer soil moisture storage are probably easier to estimate because four sites
•
are regularly monitored. A ssumptions will have to be made about both, so
error estimates will bc an i mportant consideration.
• The meteorological variables will continue to be monitored at the A WS sites.
•
One change wi ll be required in the Ki rkton where the tower AWS wil l be
dismantled, because of the approaching fell ing, and a new site established in
•
the clear-felled area The new logging system, introduced in 1988, has
improved the data capture dramatically so analysis will be much easier in the
future. During 1989 the water level recorders wil l also be converted to the
Campbell logging system.
• It was intended to operate the IH HYD RA at Balquhidder in 1989.
A lthough some init ial wind studies were done on the east Kirkton slopes in
1988, the full monitoring programme had to be postponed because of overseas
commitments on the existing instrumentation. A t the moment it is not clear
whether the HYDRA will be available before 1991.
• During 1988 some colour infrared stereo photographs ilnagery, of the
catchments were obtained from overfl ights by the NERC aircraft . Th ese are
being analysed, together with SPOT satellite data, during 1989. It is hoped
that the analysis wil l yield more detailed informati on on the vegetation
distribution and a useful check on parts of the catchment boundaries Further
overfl ights by the NERC aircraft have been requested.
•
Water quality monitoring wi ll continue by the Freshwater Fisheries, Forth River
Purifi cation Board, Macaulay Insti tute, Strathclyde Regional Council and the
Warren Spring Laboratories_ I t is planned to continue this along with the
catchment water quali ty networks to moni tor the ef ects of the land-use
changes and to continue as long-term monitoring studies.
•
Similar ly, the sediment studies in both catchments wi ll continue to be
monitored and more work will be done on identi fying the new sources since
the land-uses changed.
Following a successful I H project in Greenland in 1988, it is hoped to instal l
instrumentation at the upper Monachyle AWS site to monitor snow melt.
•
Details of the snow pack, including depth, density and water content, will be
, measured manually and linked to automatically moni tored energy fl uxes into
and out of the pack Comparisons will be made wi th other results from
Greenland and Norway.
A link has been developed between IH and the Bristol University Remote
Sensing Unit , who are looking into the remote sensing of snow. The proposal
is still being discussed but the imagery could be used in the assessments of
winter snow input and storage in the two Balquhidder catchments.
Th e High A ltitude Gra land Study has provided two very contrasting summer
45
seasons of observations of water use. It is proposed that the main lysimeters
Ill be converted to simpler drainage lysirneters after the 1989 season to providelong-term measurements of water loss. There will be a limited fi eld work
•
season
 in
 summer 1990 to provide measurements of the interception of rainfal l
by grassland. The primary work during 1990 will be the complete analysis of
•
the lysimeter results .and the incorporation of these into a simple water use
model.
• Conceptual models al ready operating at 114 will be modifi ed to incorporate the
•
simple process-based model of watcr  use
 by forest, grassland and heather. This
will then be tested on the Balquhidder catchment data. This should provide
•
information on the ef ect of land-use change on seasonal fl ow patterns.
Previous experience (Blackie and Ee les, 198-) has shown that the fi t ting of
•
such models also provides a further qual ity control check on the catchrnent
data.
•
•
•
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Changes in the sediment output of two
• uplan d drainage basins dur ing forestry land
usc changes
•
• R. C. JOHNSON
Institu te of Hydrology, Bolquhicida , Lo citeamhead S cotland
•
•
Abstract As part of an experiment to investigate the
environmental impact of forestry at Balquhidder in upland
•
Sco tland, sedimen t discharges have been mo nitored du ring the
felling of a coniferous forest in one bas in and
•
ploughing/planting in another. Sediment sampling techn iques are
described includ ing the determination of an optimal sampling
•
po int . The infl uence of dif erent sediment generating
processes on the supply of mobile material is assessed by
•
determining se asonal influences. Average annual yields prior to
the land use changes were 56 t kni 2 from the forested basin
A0 an d 37 t km -2 from the moorland basin. For the period
after the lan d-use changes loads are shown to have
•
increased by 5 and 3 times respectively. Sources are now
do minated by forestry roads and plough furrows.
•
Modifi cations dans la producti on de sed iments de deux bassin s
•
versan ts des hautes terms å la suite de modifi cations dan s
l'u tilisa tion des so ls (defores ta tion ou crea tion de (orét)
•
Resum e Constituan t une des pa rties d'un e nsemble
•
expe rimen tal en vue de la recherche de l'impact de la
constitu tion d 'une co uverture forestiere å Balquhidder, sur les
•
hau tes terres d'Ecosse, la surveillance des transports de
sediments a ete orgarnsée pendan t l'abattage d'une for & de
•
coniferes sur un bassin et le labour et la plantation su r un
autre. On (W rit la technique d'Echantillonnage de sediment y
•
compris la determination du po in t op timum de prelevernent.
L'infl uence dcs différents processus liberant les sediments sur
•
la fourniture de matériaux mobiles est établie en
determinan t les infl uences saisonnières. Le taux annuel moyen
•
d'érosion avan t mo difi cation de ['utilisa tion de s sols etait de
56 t kM 2 pour le bassin sous for& et de 37 t kni 2 pour le
•
bassin couvert de landes. Pour la période aprés
mod ifi cation de ['utilisation des sols, les cha rges solides ont
•
été mu ltipliées respectivement par 5 et 3. Le s origin es des
sediments so nt maintenant principaleme nt les routes
•
forestieres et les rigoles de labour.
•
•
•
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Forestry has developed into a major land-use in Great Br itain over the past
• 40 years. Th e area of productive woodland reached two million hectares by
1987 (Forestry Commission , 1987) , with most of this being in upland areas.Th e industry recently reached a signifi cant stage in its development by starting
the d ead ening of the fi rst forest cycle coinciden t with changes in
• reco mmended forestry practices which show greater conce rn for the
environment. Due to the harsh climate, rugged te rrain an d thin soil cover,
• the region in the UK po tentially most easily disrupted by forestry is Sco tland
where recently the indu st ry has been expanding at a gre ater rate tha n in
• England or Wales. The Institu te of Hydrology established two research
drainagc basins at Balquhidder in 1981 to asse%s the ef ect of forestry in the• highlands of Sco tland. Water quantity and quality data ha ve been collected
through several phases of the forestry cycle.
Th e greatest impact forestry has on water quality is the increased
sedimen t loads in the rivers. This is well documented in o ther UK work e.g.Ro binson & Blyth (1982), where loads were shown to have increased by four
times after pre-plan ting drainage. Th e only other work cu rrently being donein the UK on changes in sediment discharge rates due to d ead ening is a
stu dy in Wales where loads increase d by two times (Leeks & Rober ts, 1987).lit Balquhidde r represents the first long term study in Scotland on the effects ofbo th clearfelling and cult ivation using the current reco mmended forest
• practices.
•
TH E BA LQ UH IDD ER DRA INAG E BASINS
•
Th e two drainage basins (F ig. I), Kirkton (6.85 km2) and Monachyle (7.70a km2). have a rel ief of over 600 m with an average lateral slope angle of 20 .Drainage consists of many small fi rst-order lateral streams with one
• second-order main stream in each basin; drainage density is around 4 kmkm-2. Th e underlying geology is mica-schist mantled by glacial deposits in
• lower areas. Soils of peats and peaty-gleys are thin , supporting a vege tation
of heather, bilberry and coarse grasses. At the sta rt of the project the lower
• Kirk ton basin (2.88 km2) also conta ined a mature (40- 50 year old) co niferous
forest. A network of old forestry roads existed in the Kirkton plantation,
• whereas thc re were no roads in the Monachyle bas in.
1 A . La nd use ch anged at the end of 1985 when road upgrading and fellingMP
 star ted in the Kirkton basin, wit h some 40% of the forest having been felled
by the end of 1987. Timbe r extraction to the roads was by cable-crane on
• steep slopes an d tracked vehicles driven on brash mats on gentle slopes.
Removal of the forest was by logging lorry operating on a frequency of about
• four loads each day. Road repairs were carried ou t by bulldozer and grader.
In the Monachyle basin, preparation of the land for plan ting was sta rted in
• spring 1986. Only 6% of the catchment could be ploughed because of the
very steep, we t slope s. Plough lines were perpendicular to the slope
• termina ting some 20 m before the main water course. Cu t-of drains with
•
•
•
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slopes of <3' were dug across the ends of the furrows and again terminated
well before natural drai nage lines.
A nnual precipitation totals in the basins average 2400 m with a mean
• intensity of 1.2 mm h-I . Winter precipitation contains significant arnounts of
snow, and there are, on average, 185 days each year when some snow is lying
• on the hil ls. A t a low al titude weather station the average numbers of days ofground frosts is 141.
The fl ow duration curves for the basins during 1983- 1985 showed that
the Monachyle basin was more " flashy" with lower base flows. Maximum
• peak fl ows were 1133 m3 s-I at Ki rkton and 15.73 m3 s-I at Monachyle.
Times to peak were similar but recession times were longer in the ICi rkton
• basin.
Sediment sources in the basins have been identifi ed (Stott, 1987) as
• being primar ily the tributaries and, to a lesser degree, mainstream banlcs.
There is a large storage of sediment on the stream beds, probably in a state
• of dynamic equilibrium. A fter the lan d use changes, the new dominant
sources were the roads in the ICirkton basin, and the plough furrows in the• Monachyle basin.
•
2 0 0
. 00
•
•
SED IM ENT M EA SUREME NT TECHNI QUES
KIRK TON
K
9 
 K  - 'Ca ton .a rt
Fig. i Location diagram of the Balquhidder basins.
Suspended sediment concentration is sampled using single point automatic
vacuum samplers and depth integrating manual samplers. To ensure that the
samples taken automatically were representative of the whole cross section of
fl ow, manual point samples were taken at 0.5 in width intervals across the
streams and 0.1 rn height intervals from thc bed in dif erent fl ow conditions.
•
••
•
•
•
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Concentrations were found to be less in the fl ow above a well arm oured be d
than a sandy bed, with those samp les 0.1 m above the arm oured bed being
closest in value to the mean of all samples. T his therefore became the
• op timum position when a single po int sample was ta ken.
Be d load is sampled using He lley-Smith bed load samplers (Helley &
Smith, 197 1) placed in the fl ow for 10 min dura tion& Again the op timum
sampling positions were de termined, using pairs of samplers.
•
•
• Suspended sediment and bed load were sampled main ly du ring fl oo d even ts.
This has the advantage of sampling when the fl ow is most likely to contain
• the highest sediment loads, but it does introduce a bias towards high fl ows
which are only a small part of thc annual fl ow regime. Rating curves were
• compu ted relat ing suspended sediment co ncentration and bed load to fl ow.
Th e magnitude of errors involved in using rating curves ca n be large ,
• sometimes estimated to be over 50% depending on the catchment and
sampling interval (Walling, 1977). In all cases logar ithmic relationships have
• been used with a correction (Fe rguson, 1986) applied which , with the scatter
and samp le size taken into accoun t, red uces the errors to give 100% of theI l l annual load with a standard deviation of 20% (Ferguson, 1987, Tables 1 and
2). Samples have been subd ivided according to discharge tendency ( increasingO or decreasing d ischarge >0.1 m3 s- 1 over 15 min) and "seasonal" classes
(quarters of the calendar year) for further rating curve analysis. Th e bed load
• samples were sieved and the total bas in load estimated from the size fractions
greater than 1 mm to avoid overlap with the suspended sediment samples.
•
•
 Table I 1983- 1986 ratings (l19g13C = a • b.log icp ) where C =
concentration (ing T1) ; Q = water discharge
 On3 s' I); r = correlationO coefi cient; s = standard en-or of estimate
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 2 Annual sediment loads (t)
•Provn ional fi gures.
Suspended: Bedload:
Kirkton Monachyle Kirk ton Monachyle
1983 483 337 6 <1
1984 292 296 5 <I
1985 386 228 6 <1
1986* 1965 1027 not available
1987' 986 860 not available
Figure 2 A and B show the envelopes containing the 1983- 1985 data
with details of the rating curves given in Table 1. A distinctive fearure of the
envelopes is the large amount of scatter in the Monachyle and lower fl ow
range of the Kirkton. In the Monachyle this could be attributed to a
l imitation of supply through the year. However, the seasonal plots show that
in the winter there is much less scatter. Th is is probably a result of the
source areas being unpro tected by vegetation and subjected to frequent
frceze/ thaw events, maki ng sediment readily avai lable. Scatter in the summer
could be due to infrequent dryi ng and loosening of sediment sources, or the
generation of sediment by hi gher intensity summer rainfall, both l imiting
supply to irregular events. The Ki rkton basin shows a large amount of scatter
in the spring with the least in the autumn. Due to the shelter of the trees
the ef ects of freeze/thaw, drying and intense rain are all probably reduced in
duration and intensity, and the spring scat ter is probably due to release of
sediment by only occasional freeze/thaw events. The close relationship of
fl ow to concentration in autumn is probably due to source areas being wet
prior to a storm and responding rapidly to storm events.
Surprisingly, unlike in other work in Britain (e.g. Walling & Webb,
1981), there appears to be no dif erence in the rating equation and scatter
between rising and falling stages, indicating that the sources have larger
quantit ies of sediment available than in other experimental basins.
Bed load samples shows a good correlation wi th fl ow. They do not
include samples in very high fl ows as the sampler cannot be operated under
these conditions. Extrapolation of the rating curve into high fl ows could be
adequate as during one period of almost a year a weir approach fi lled up
with 17
 t  of sediment and in the same period the rating equation for
unsicved samples estimated the load to be 19 tr.
Table 2 shows all loads obtained by appl§ing the individual years' ratings
to the relevant 15 min fl ow data. Ki rkton animal suspended loads (mean 387
t, 56 t kn12) are greater than those for the Monachyle basin (287 t, 37 t
km-2) in two of the three years samplee Bed load >I mm is  a  very small
proportion of  the
 total load (<2%).\ \ The greater loads from the Ki rkton
basin indicate that it is still in a recovery period frorn the init ial land
disturbance, even though the trees now provide shelter to some source
areas.
/
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SEDLMENT O UT PU T AFT ER THE LAN D-USE CHANGES (1986- 1987)
During 1986, suspen ded sediment sampling was intensifi ed, again
concentrating on fl ood even ts. Results (Fig. 2 C and D and Table I) show
that the rat ing curves changed signifi cantly, increasing by an order of
magnitude during the lower fl ow ranges. The scatter of points at low fl ows
had increased, particularly in the Monachyle basin. It is dif icult to fi nd any
dif erences between seasons or discharge tende ncies in either basin.
Annu al loads (Tab le 2) increased dram atically; in the Kirkton basin by a
factor of 5.1 and in the Monachyle basin by 3.6. The primary reason appears
to be the large increases in concentrations at fl ows below about 0.5 m3  s' l
Sediment was mu ch mo re available at the start of each storm, increasing
concentrations even be fore the fl ow rose bu t this increased availability  was
not so marked at highe r fl ows, as shown by the less steep rating curves. The
lack of seasonal dif erences implies that in each basin there was a new
dominant sediment sou rce which was active all year .
Con ce nt rat io n (m g
Cones-n ation
Discharge
Rainf all ( ro m )
3
2
1
12 18 0 6 12 18 0 6 12 18 0
How
Mg. 3 Kirkton suspended sediment concentration, discharge and
rainf all 29- 31 May 1987.
Th e appa rently increasing importance of the lower flows prompted a
change in the suspended sedimen t sampling methods in 1987 with auto mat ic
sample rs being used co ntinuo usly at 8-h intervals. Figure 2E and F shows a
broad envelope of sample points in both basins with no apparent relat ionship
between concentration and fl ow. Some very high concentrations were sampled ;
in the Ki rkton basin the maximu m was 18 18 mg I- I  and in the Monachyle
basin the maximum was 1173 mg I-1, compared to the 1983- 1985 maxima of
Di ec lo rge (m a a -  )
0 4
0 2
••
•
•
•
•
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487 and 188 rng FI respectively.
• From observations of fl ow in plough-lines and road ditches, it became
evident that sediment concentration in these locations was closely related to
rainfall and this suspended load was oft en transmitted into thc main streams.
Figurc 3 gives an example for the Kirkton basin during May 1987 when the
•
sampling interval was reduced. The response to fl ood events is still evident,
but the general pattern is linked more to rainfall wi th an intensity greater
• than 1 mm Il l . The likely reason is that the sediment became more available
for transport and whereas previously it took prolonged intense rainfall to
release and transport sediment to the streams, sediment is now also
transported during lower intensity rainfall. Th ese are often conditions which
411 do not signifi cantly increase wi streams' fl ow, hence the poor correlation of
concentration wi th discharge.
• The calculation of an annual load for 1987 by a single fl ow related
rating curve will contain unacceptably large errors, but combined fl ow and
rainfall relationships are being developed. First estimates of annual loads
indicate an apparent recovery of sediment discharge, comparcd to 1986, but
• the decrease is also due to rainfall in 1987 being 20% down on the
1983- 1986 average.
•
CONCL USIONS
• Before the land use changes the annual sediment output from the Kirkton
basin was greater than from thc Monachyle basin, due to this basin still being
• in a recovery period from the init ial land disturbance. During the year
following the land use changes, the sediment output from the Kirkton basin
• increased by a factor of 5.1 and that of the Monachyle basin by 3.6 due to
the Kirkton roads and Monachyle drainage lines becoming the major
• sediment sources.
Sediment sources are infl uenced greatly by the vegetation cover, with a
close forest canopy providing shelter against frosts, intense rain and surface
drying. These are illustrated by the seasonal differences between the basins.
• Frosts have more infl uence in the Monachyle, so that the availabil ity of
sediment is increased in winter and spring. Surface drying is more frequent
• in the Monachyle so that summer availabil ity becomes irregular depending on
these drying periods followed by intense summcr rainfall. Th ese results show
how sensi tive the Scottish uplands arc to a major land use change such as
forestry.
•
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The de mand for long-te rm sc ie ntifi c ca p a bilities co nce rning the
res ource s of the land and its freshwate rs is rising sharply as the
powe r of ma n to c hange his e nvironme n t is g rowing, and with
it the sc ale of his impa ct Co mp rehens ive rese arch facilities
(labo rator ies, fi eld stud ies, computer mo d e lling, instrume nta tion,
re mote se nsing) are need ed to pro vi d e solutions to the
challeng ing prob lems of the mod ern w o rld in its conce rn for
appropnate and sympa the tic man age me n t of the frag ile syste ms of
the land s surface .
The Terres tri al and Fre shw ate r Sc ie n c es Direc torate of the
0
Natura l Environme nt Rese arc h Counc il b rings togethe r an
e xceptionally wide range of a pprop riate d isc ip lines (che mistry,
b iolog y e ngine e ring, physics , geology, g e ography, mathe ma tics
9 and com pute r sc ie nces ) comp rising on e of the world s large st
bod ies of e sta blishe d e nvironmental e x pe rtise . A staff of 550.
9 large ly g rad uate and profess ional, from fo ur Institutes at e le ve n
laborator ies and fi eld stations and two Un iversity units p rovide
0 the spe cialise d knowledge and e xperie n c e to me e t nationa l and
inte rna tional need s in thre e m ajor are as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
La nd Use and Natural Re s ources
Environme ntal Quality and Pollution
Ecology and Conse rva tion
••
B I O L OG IC A I ASSOC IAT ION
T h e RE
• IN ST IT UT E. O f H Y D RO L OG Y
PI TTO rro n (R h o ,
I N ST I T I E I O f T E R RI :STR I A ] EC O L OG Y
• d onh e r g h R o s e aH h Ma ll on
• M o nk , W oo d L e Ren m erh e l
San y o R es .- GEC/I So o n
le R o m o r c h SITU° .
T I V I R OL OG Y
or UN IT O E CO M P A R AT IV E PL A N T EC OL OG Y
• UN I T or WA T E R R ESOURC ES
SYST EM S R ES E A R C H
• D I RE CT O RA T E O F T ERRE STR I A I
A F RESHW A T E R SC I ENC ES
